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ABSTRACT

2.1 Bitonic Sequence

The Batcher`s bitonic sorting algorithm is a parallel sorting
algorithm, which is used for sorting the numbers in modern
parallel machines. There are various parallel sorting
algorithms such as radix sort, bitonic sort, etc. It is one of the
efficient parallel sorting algorithm because of load balancing
property. It is widely used in various scientific and
engineering applications. However, Various researches have
worked on a bitonic sorting algorithm in order to improve up
the performance of original batcher`s bitonic sorting
algorithm. In this paper, tried to review the contribution made
by these researchers.

A bitonic sequence of n elements ranges from x0,……,xn-1
with characteristics (a) Existence of the index i, where 0 ≤ i ≤
n-1, such that there exist monotonically increasing sequence
from x0 to xi, and monotonically decreasing sequence from xi
to xn-1.(b) Existence of the cyclic shift of indices by which
characterics satisfy [10]. After applying the above
characteristics bitonic sequence occur. The bitonic split
operation is applied for producing two bitonic sequences on
which merge and sort operation is applied as shown in Fig 1.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sorting in parallel machine is an interesting research area in
both theoretical and practical significance. Sequential as well
as parallel sorting are the most common activities in
computing system. Sorting are integrated in computing system
for efficient access of data when required. Introduction of
bitonic sorting network in 1968 was adopted with one-to-one
function i.e. route messages from one start node to one end
node [1]. The Bitonic sorting algorithm discovered with oddeven network by Batcher. This algorithm is capable of sorting
N keys in time complexity of O (log2N) with O (Nlog2N)
comparators.

1.1 Parallel Sort Algorithm
Parallel Sorting Algorithm is used in parallel computers for
sorting the numbers. Sorting in parallel machine are achieved
by dividing and computing data separately among processor.
It generally requires a fixed number of mergers and exchange
data operation. In parallel computer computation time
decreases with the increase in the number of processors. There
are several parallel sorting algorithms such as bitonic sort,
radix sort [20] etc. Bitonic sort algorithm is efficient sorting
algorithm among other parallel sorting algorithms. A load
balancing feature of bitonic sort algorithm makes it unique.
With load balancing feature, each processor under parallel
machine maintain equal number of keys.

3. SORTING NETWORK
Sorting networks, also known as comparison networks for
sorting inputs. The comparison network consists components
like wires and comparators. The initial unsorted sequence
enters through input wires, where a series of comparators
switch two entries to be in either increasing or decreasing
order. The two input wire named as In (x) and In (y) performs
min (x, y) i.e SU stands for small upper or max (x, y) i.e. BU
stands for big upper, functions which generate two output
wire named as Out (x) and Out (y) [22] as shown in below
Comparator fig 2a: Increment Comparator and 2b: Decrement
Comparator.

Fig 2a: Increment
Comparator

Fig 2b: Decrement
Comparator

3.1 Bitonic Sorting Network
The Bitonic sorting network is one of the ways of constructing
merging networks from comparison elements. It has the
advantage of flexibility i.e. one network can accommodate
input lists of various lengths and of modularity i.e. a large
network can be split up into several identical modules. It sort
input by implementing bitonic merge. A Bitonic sorting
network of N numbers consists of log N bitonic sorting stages,
where ith stage composed of N/2i alternating increasing and
decreasing bitonic merges of size 2i [10] as depicted in Fig 3.

2. BITONIC SORT
Bitonic sort is a comparison-based sorting algorithm that can
be run in parallel. It focuses on converting a random sequence
of numbers into a bitonic sequence, one that monotonically
increases, then decreases. More specifically, bitonic sort can
be modelled as a type of sorting network. The algorithm,
created by Ken Batcher, in 1968, consists of two parts. First,
the unsorted sequence is built into a bitonic sequence; then,
the series is split multiple times into smaller sequences until
the input is in sorted order.
Fig 3: Sorting network for 16 elements
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4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF BITONIC
SORT ALGORITHM
Here, we have randomly picked a data set of 16 elements, in
order to sort elements using batcher`s bitonic sort algorithm.
16 input elements are: 2, 8, 5, 6, 10, 15, 1, 4, 11, 13, 12, 3, 17,
9, 7, 21. Solution of bitonic sort algorithm depicted in Fig 4.
In Fig 4, Bitonic sequence generated by applying both
Increment and Decrement comparator as stated above. Once
we achieved sequence, which is monotonically increasing and
monotonically decreasing known as bitonic sequence,
thereafter we applied bitonic sorting network technique for
achieving ascending order sorted elements. Thus 16 unsorted
input elements after processing converted into 16 sorted
output elements.

5. LITERATURE REVIEW
A bitonic sorting algorithm with bit-level comparators,
dynamic network and static network were introduced for
handling one-to-many function.[1]. Fault detection algorithm
is used to make comparisons among the links of bitonic
sorting networks [2].Construct-BSNF algorithm gives rise of
simple wiring interconnection through parity technique [3].
Parity strategy is used for simplifying the communication
from O(Nlog2N) to O(NlogN) between communication links
of the networks with the introduction of the recirculation
bitonic sorting network [4]. Bitonic sorting is one of the
parallel sorting algorithm, it efficiently sort N keys in O (log 2
N) time with O (N log2N) comparators [5].
VLSI implementation was proposed by
M-algorithm
implementation in which bitonic sorter acts as a base [6].
Modified version of bitonic sorting network named as Wafer
Scale Integration uses self reconfigurable algorithm for
dynamic fault tolerance [7]. Efficient Implementation of
bitonic sorting on the amount of communication through
Packed Exponential Connections [8]. For
efficient
performance of parallel machine new algorithm was also
introduced known as A- Rank sort which was compared with
bitonic sort algorithm [9]. Performance of bitonic sort
algorithm, up to best can be achieved by increasing the
number of processors. Remap-based algorithm is also one
approach of optimization in parallel bitonic sort where data re
maps of the smallest possible number are considered [10].
Batcher`s bitonic sort can also be generalized in a k-way,
called k-way bitonic sort [11].Batchers classic bitonic sorting
network is as an example of hardware algorithms for sorting
network of N elements with conflict-free memory accesses

[12]. Optimization in the communication process of merge
and split steps is also one of the improved technique for
bitonic sorting [13]. The Bitonic sort algorithm is also used
for comparing the execution speed of the FPGA processing
elements with the microprocessor processing elements [14].
Sorting of N2 elements in row-major order on a n* n mesh
connected computer in O (N) time [15] .However, with the
combination of the bitonic merge sort algorithm with CCI
(Compare and Conditionally Interchange) operations, an effort
is made towards the improvement of parallel sorting
algorithms for parallel machine [16]. Pleated cube-connected
cycles (PCCC) implements optimal stable bitonic sorter in the
synchronous VLSI model [17].
Bitonic sorter is the best approach for reconfigurable devices
which provide enormous speedup [18]. Parallel and sequential
bitonic, odd-even and rank-sort algorithms on different GPU
and CPU analyzed with various performance metrics for
better speed up [19]. However, a comparison between both
bitonic sort and radix sort for sorting sequence on GPU and
CPU environments for analyzing performance [20]. Interval
Based Rearrangement [IBR] bitonic sorting algorithm is
optimal when compared with an adaptive bitonic sorting
algorithm for sorting sequences [21].

6. CONCLUSION
Parallel computer consists of numbers of processor. Core are
inbuilt in each processor for processing instruction. Such a
computer is known as Multi-Core and Multiprocessor. The
dual core processor is an example of parallel computer.
Sorting in parallel computer is achieved by distribution of a
data set among various processors. However, performance is
not exactly double with the increase in numbers of cores, due
to additional overheads of data transfers and barrier. Various
researchers worked on bitonic sort algorithm for increasing
performance. Researchers provide various approaches for
reducing costs and increasing data access. Finally, reviewed
the work done by researchers.

6.1 Future Work
At present performance as per survey is O (log(n)2) , in future
work may be taken up to increase the performance by
reducing complexity further.
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Fig 1: Bitonic sequence of 16 elements
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Fig 4: Steps of Batcher`s Bitonic Sorting for 16 random elements.
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